Dead Doll, Dearest Kathy
Queen of the Pirates
The magic of cloth, I came to believe, is that it
receives us: receives our smells, our sweat, our
shape even. And when our parents, our friends, our
lovers die, the clothes in their closets still hang there,
holding their gestures, both reassuring and terrifying,
touching the living with the dead...
Peter Stallybrass, ‘Worn Worlds: Clothing, Mourning and
the Life of Things’
“We’re all the same, don’t you think?” the artist
Martha Rosler remarked. We were talking about
Acker, whom she’d known well in San Diego during
the early 1970s. “Of course we’re competitive. But
that also means we can identify with her. I could’ve
been Kathy; Kathy could’ve been me. I don’t know.
I could’ve been you; you could’ve been me. We all
could’ve been Eleanor Antin. It’s all the same. And
by that I don’t mean we’re not who we are.
But you know what I mean.”
Chris Kraus, The Believer
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ACKER, Kathy. née Karen Lehman
Novelist
Essayist
Poet
Playwright
Performance artist
Pirate
On November 30 1997, Kathy Acker died of a
vicious cancer that spread and spread. Let’s start
the biography here, rather than end with tragedy.
She had lost her faith in Western medicine, and
instead opted for alternative natural remedies while
staying at a Mexican clinic. She died there, in that
alternate world.

It was in the late 1960s that she moved from New
York, where she had been studying at Brandeis
University, to San Diego, and the University
of California: it was here that she encountered
conceptual art. More specifically, it was here that
she encountered the poet David Antin, who became
a mentor of sorts, his work offering a model for the
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ways in which conceptualism and performativity
might collapse in writing. Eleanor Antin, who
happened to be David’s wife, was no doubt just as
much of an influence with her intimate role-playing
artworks involving text and performance.
Originally writing for West Coast zines, and
publishing her cut-up novels of diary fragments
and plagiarised text in mail art form, by the mid
1970s, chapbook editions of her novels emerged.
Soon, Kathy’s novels of appropriation, whereby
fragments of porn writing collided with fake
autobiography collided with suggestions of
narrative, shot to pieces by experimental syntax,
became examples of the transgressive, edgier side
of postmodern literature. It was postmodernism
inclusive of sex, in which intimacy became a
formal experiment in language. From conceptualist
beginnings, she was rechristened as a punk girl
icon, wearing her black leathers as aggressively as
she wore the words of others.
Her move to the East Coast only made that persona
more apparent, as she started to read her work in
downtown New York venues such as the Mudd
Club, or see it published in magazines such as Bomb,
Top Stories and Between C & D.
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When read aloud, her bricolage, biography-flirting
fictions became a type of feminist performance art,
in the same vein as Patti Smith. In novels such as
Great Expectations, Blood and Guts in High School, Don
Quixote: Which Was a Dream, In Memoriam to Identity
and Empire of the Senseless, the first person ‘I’ was
revealed as a conceit, another piece of text, like
the fragments she was pirating from the novels of
others, shame-free, or the bodily sex language she
was looking to find, then piece together. Hers was a
plagiarism flaunted on the stuff of its page: another
confession. Kathy moved peripatetically through
canons of literature and pop culture, much in the
same way as her characters, and much in the same
way as Kathy moved across the world, between
California, London, New York, and of course,
Mexico, of which I’ve already given the details.
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Scan of cut up book...?
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Love Notes
Kathy, the next letter is for you. I
long to know what you wrote with those
fingers.
I long to know you.
I write this, trembling.
I found Cookie after I found you, or
came to you, I should say, came to your
writing via the bright paperbacks that
kept ending up in my shopping basket.
Cookie was turquoise. You were pink.
On the front cover are the rounded
black letters of the title: Hannibal
Lecter, My Father. On the back is your
face, with those big black saucers for
eyes shooting a glance at the camera. A
Portrait of an Eye, to pirate the title
of one of your books. The shine of your
leather jacket looks slippery, even in
the pink two-tone of the photograph.
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Take me for a ride, Kathy, on that
shiny motorbike of yours. You: the
leader of the pack. I imagine holding
my wrists around that tiny waist of
yours and throwing my head back in
ecstasy: like the feeling of writing
this.
I’ve just removed my own leather jacket
to write this, but maybe I should put
it back on, to take on some of your
punk aura in writing. To mourn you, the
Black Tarantula: in black clothes and
black ink. Will that keep you alive? I
don’t want to copy your style, but I
want to find a way of wearing you, of
filling out that fabric with words that
mark them fresh. Even when you inserted
the words of others in your fictions
rarely did you ever do it without
confessing to it; so here I am, Kathy,
confessing to my love for you, willing
your words to return in my writing to
you, and for you.
I wonder what I would say if someone
complimented me on my leather jacket.
Thanks, I imagine.

I’ve always desired you from a
distance, through fragments of text
and skin and hair. This text is an
attempt to bring us closer together,
to help us touch, skin merging and text
making – like an erotic body. As Cixous
writes in Coming to Writing: I beat my
books: I caressed them. Page and page,
O beloved, licked, lacerated. With nail
marks all around the printed body. I
scratch your books to know you, feel
you as well as the text. I am a total
fan of yours, in love, but the more I
say it the more I write my way around
you, using you.

And then: it’s Kathy’s.
I’m borrowing it.
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I cannibalise your texts and your
image, incorporate them into my own
writing. Like a pirate in love, I jump,
into the waves of the text – this
letter and yours.

Or will you always be there, ghosting
each word, like the ghosts of the
Brontë sisters that haunted yours?

Is this epistolary madness? You wrote
this way in ‘The Gritty State Of Things
to Come’ when you used the intimacy of
the letter to come out as in love: This
serves you right, you told Sylvére: I
told you this was going to happen. Now
that I’ve spent last night fucking you,
I’m in love with you. … I think you
should be nice to me because I’m just a
helpless little girl.

Charlotte wrote letters to her friends
and lovers, too. You wrote letters and
emails. And here I am addressing you
as a way to work out my desire for you
as a desire for writing. Like Annie
Leclerc, I’m bringing the love letter
out of the closet and into the public
domain. The leather jacket stays on but
not much else. This love letter is for
circulation, however much it is written
from the cunt…

You find revenge in vulnerability, in
helplessness: the form of the letter.

I can hear you, Manhattan girl.

Think of this letter as another one of
your tattoos. Tattoo means writing in
Haitian. I’ll never forget that.
This letter is addictive and
additional, like the collecting of
bodily adornments.
Will I forget you, the writer that
helped me come to language? Will you
run away from me if these words run
away from you?
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Dear Kathy, you Black Tarantula,
I’ve often thought of your writing as
a sexy gift, a love letter: an object
to get my excited. You wrote the young
girl that wrote her desire. Sometimes
she was called Kathy and other times
Janey, Hester, or Pip: sometimes ‘I’
and other times he and she. Your
writing is a sexy gift, because it
comes through my letterbox and it gets
me hot, and because the language itself
is full of sexual imperatives. As you
write in the Inside sextion of Great
Expectations: Take off your clothes.
Clothes bind. Clothes bind your legs
and mouth and teeth, still shudder want
too much, taking off our clothes / Why
can’t you ever once do something that’s
not allowable? I mean godamnnit. Hit
me. Do anything. Do something.
From clauses left unclosed, to the
monosyllabic statements seeking
closure, the language moves, shakes and
climaxes like an orgasm, helping me to
write and come to it, at the same time.
One hell of a ride.
These longings, unexplainable longings
deep within me, drive me wild, and
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I have no way of relieving them.
Living them. I’m 27 and I love to
fuck – is how you begin the ‘desire
begins’ section of I Dreamt I was a
Nymphomaniac, Imagining. I turned
twenty-seven last January, and my gift
was a book. I had some sex, too. It was
my birthday. My boyfriend had the first
edition of your first book shipped
across the Atlantic, and it slipped
through my letterbox as slippery
pleasure, like a green eel slinking
through some coral. It was late so it
was unexpected, and way more thrilling.
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You showed up on my doorstop like a
long-lost lover; and into the green
folds of your paperback, I fell, into
your arms: the closeness of falling
and flying.
As you wrote in the short story ‘New
York City in 1979’, published as a
Top Stories chapbook: Either you’re
in love with someone or you’re not.
The one thing about being in love
with someone is you know you’re in
love: You’re either flying or you’re
about to kill yourself. Reading, then
writing this, feels like flying: no
fear: just desire. It is the desire
to force my body into doing things
and writing things outside of itself
and its rules. I think of you taking
the piss out of Erica Jong’s Fear of
Flying in that other chapbook with the
red crayon bloody drawings, Hello I’m
Erica Jong. You act out as Erica, as
you write/confess, cannibalising her
first person: I write books that talk
to you about the agony of American
life, how we all suffer, the growing
pain. I love your cheeky assumption of
another person’s voice, an assumption
of ‘fear’ that is shaken by your voice
of total oblivion that rocks the book’s
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final few pages: I would rather be a
baby than have sex. I would rather go
GOOGOO. I would rather write googoo.
I would rather write: FUCK YOU UP YOUR
CUNTS… Disarticulated, your words are
nevertheless embodied, and thereby
articulate the material, corporeal
reality of writing. It is desire that
expresses itself through fissured
interruptions of language, rather
than through the I’m a real novelist
narratives of Erica Jong (for example).

If I didn’t feel like I knew you
already it would be hard to guess it
was you who wrote the green book I
received. No name on the cover, no
Hello, I’m Kathy Acker. Just: The
Childlike Life of the Black Tarantula
by the Black Tarantula. Or I become
William Butler Yeats, September 1973 –
the becoming-another opening to Chapter
Four. It is a metamorphosis that
exposes the poetic canon to be nothing
more than a dress to be tried on.
Stolen as scandal. Kathy wears that
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dress and tears it to shreds with her
nymphette words that follow. William
is a GIRL. She is Age 10. And as she
writes in her diary All young girls
eventually, once a month, watch carrot
juice flow out of their piss-holes,
Yeats’s lyric verse is shafted, by
Kathy’s young girl pirating of what
his name stands for. She lets her
abject bodies leak, like she does
with language.

Such a lengthy title is A Childlike
Life of the Black Tarantula by the
Black Tarantula, I sometimes have to
check that I haven’t made a mistake
with its order. Not that you would
mind; I bet it’s the mistakes that
you went chasing, like a crush in the
school playground.
I like to think of it as the whole
title, as if your anonymous authorship
– shadowy, sly and creepy – is as much
a part of the book’s project as the
unhinged narratives that clutter its
pages. ‘Acker’ wriggles down the spine,
a hint of your erotic writing body. The
author is dead but I desire the author,
said Barthes: you’re not yet dead yet,
physically speaking (it’s 1978), but I
have to dig deep to find you as if you
were. You slither away, another green
eel. This letter is an attempt to catch
you: the desperation of correspondence.
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So young-girl you look in the
photographs that survive of you,
despite the perverse hardness of your
texts and the muscle you would grow
with the weights you pumped in the
1990s. So childlike. Rip-Off Red, Girl
Detective, was the title of your first
novel that remained unpublished during
your lifetime. I think of all your
girl identities at a party having fun,
like you with The Spice Girls in the
interview you did for Vogue published
in 1997. I like these girls. I like
being with them… I like these girls.
They’re home girls, you wrote with
diary-like repetition.
I like you. I like you. I love you.
I love YOU. This is how it works.
I’m looking at you in black and white,
as if you were one of Lewis Carroll’s
nymph girl objects. Janey is the
ten-year old protagonist of your
infamous Blood and Guts in High School,
a book of pornographic line drawings,
captioned with impulsive text like
cause she wanted to fuck love more
than she felt pain, together with
Persian poems, and sketchbook pages
of handwritten text, photocopied for
publication.
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The book opens with a story of incest:
as a mother-less infant, Janey depends
on her Dad for everything: he is her
boyfriend, brother, sister, money,
amusement, and father. When Father has
sex with another woman, Janey cries
out: I just can’t bear that you’re
leaving me: it’s like a lance cutting
my brain in two: it’s the worst pain
I’ve ever known… Janey’s incestuous
desire is vocal; you give a voice
to the young girl Alice Liddell. I
imagine you writing over this Victorian
photograph with the loving words of
Janey, speaking for Alice: subject and
object refusing the fate of silence,
and the limiting world of private
intimacy. I remember how in the essay
‘Seeing Gender’ you identify with the
Alice of Alice in Wonderland, when
you write I am Alice who ran into a
book in order to find herself. I have
found only reiterations, the mimesis
of patriarchy, or my inability to
be. No body anywhere. Your writing
cannibalises that mimesis, cancelling
out corporeal disappearance to let the
young girl body speak.

Unlike Carroll’s little girl objects,
in the photograph I am gazing, your
back is turned to reveal your bare skin
in big white knickers, legs encased in
stripy black stockings. Should I gaze
at you this way? I absorb your image,
but the picture does not stay shackled
with me, as I voice my anxieties here.
It’s a teasing image, innocent but also
sexual, knowingly sexual, as your naked
figure with floral tattooed patterning
matches the floral wallpaper, an
extension of the young-girl interior.
I’ve always thought of the young-girl
vulnerabilities and sexual appetites
you perform in your texts as cunning,
or your favourite word: intentional,
like this photograph. This is the way
Sex drives Janey crazy: Before Janey
fucks, she keeps her wants in cells.
As soon as Janey’s fucking she wants
to be adored as much as possible.
More than this: Janey can no longer
perceive herself wanting. Janey is
want. The jumps in your writing and the
jumps in Janey’s wanting so perfectly
encapsulate how complicated sexual
desire is, how we offer our body at the
same time that we turn it from view.
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tattooed patterning

The shine of your leather jacket
looks slippery

you as a red-lipstick-wearing
student

what looks like a deconstructed
knit by Comme des Garçons

The distance from the text, to your
body on stage speaking it, is so small

To mourn you, the Black
Tarantula: in black clothes and
black ink

those second-hand furs

the author behind the wheel, in
black lace and leopard print

The want of writing is wantonness. I
can hear you performing it, your body
filling out the words with voice and
desire. The distance from the text, to
your body on stage speaking it, is so
small, which is why the leather jacket
seems so important, an extension of
the performance.
Before you got lucky with some money
from Sol LeWitt, who had gone to Ted
Castle the art critic, and Leandro
Katz the filmmaker, to get Childlike
published, I hear you sent out the
book’s short story fragments as items
of mail art, a serial novel to slither
through the letterbox. I think of the
conversations you must’ve had with
the young Eleanor Antin, who had just
mailed round her postcard novel 100
Boots to her friends across the West
Coast art world and beyond; I think
of her handing you the mailing list.
A token of affection. I think of you
kissing her to say thank you; in the
same way I will kiss this text with
love and thanks. Giving a text as
correspondence allows the author to
circumvent propriety, a notion you
exploded with your handmade chapbooks,
as love tokens of correspondence.
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Sex objects, I shall call them. The
intimacy of receiving the text, a
tactile stroke from author to reader,
was akin to the intimacy of reading it.
Bodies everywhere.
You might have been conceptually
and theoretically strategic in your
layering of texts and sources, with
schizophrenic time zones and narrator
switch ups, but I can’t help but think
of this work as being as far removed
from the cold lines of conceptual art
as you can get. Sol was making boxes
on behalf of form, while you were
formally adventurous on behalf of the
erotic body, performing the writing
of sex-writing, words spiralling like
bodily fluid. Seemingly detached with
a direct conversational voice,
your texts were in fact absolutely
attached in multiple senses: attached
to the body, desire, literature and
autobiography: and giving form to
those attachments with a vital,
visceral syntax.
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This is you, for example, in Childlike,
ghosting Alexander Trocchi and Leslie
Blanch: … I begin to quiver my hands
contact the strange flesh my delight
begins I thrust my hands under the
shoulders the body over me burning
flesh sliding on my burning flesh the
strange object slides into my body
within the secret walls of my cunt wet
hairs pierce my clit until I’m about
to break my clit swollen with blood...
It’s hard to stop copying when quoting
you. Reading you, and writing you,
I feel like I’m riding you and your
text. From one word to the next – no
punctuation – the text becomes a wet
mass of fabric, sliding forward and
back, like a body working it on a
motorbike.
So often did you say that you didn’t
want your fans to read your books in
their front to back entirety, and this
passage seems like such a visceral
assertion of this game: it’s like
zooming in on a join of the body to
see how it works. Or feeling the clock
stop when you’re in the throes of sex
and text.
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I think it’s funny that you started out
as a mail artist, a node in the network
– not just because that’s what I’m
attempting to do here (send you a gift)
– but because you would so riotously
flirt with the epistolary form in your
life and work. The diary and letter as
private vessels of sexpression are worn
and appropriated by you, with daring
panache. You basically write as if you
were naked at your writing desk, and
of course, legend has it that you
wrote nearly your entire final novel,
Pussy King of the Pirates,
while masturbating.
Go, girl. GOOOOOOO.
I imagine you splurting GOO-GOO.
The editors made an epistolary novel
out of your real-life emails in the
posthumously published, biography of
sorts, I’m Very Into You. I’m ‘into’
your epistolary nakedness, your urge
to correspond, as you write: Like:
you the one I want/wanted to talk
to. But, what about the want you
display in the novels you meant for
public consumption? The novels I have
venerated, scratched, licked, ingested.
The novels I have loved in writing as
intercourse.
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In The Childlike Life of the Black
Tarantula, you famously stitched your
own diary material into a textual
fabric that included the purloined
letters of others. Your reading was
inseparable from your writing, as
you fetishised past texts to create a
text becoming. As you begin the first
instalment of Childlike, reminding
us of your ‘intention’ (I become
a murderess by repeating in words
the lives of other murderesses),
you also scramble with the diary’s
timeline, confusing the presentation
of identities. It is ‘June 1973’ at
the same time that it is ‘winter of
1827’; we go from the ‘Kathy’ who is
writing, to the 19th century murderess,
Charlotte Wood, meaning that the author
in you – The Kathy Acker – cannot be
pinned down, as the first person ‘I’
flips to ‘she’ with the introduction
of a line-break: like a scene change.
Bierstadt and Dunbar ghost your text,
but their work is see-through: it is
your words that I can feel. You wore
their words like a rewritten label
of ownership.

In Barbara Kruger’s words: you were
a librarian, a whore, a director, a
jeweller and a dealer. She meant it
as an insult, but I imagine you were
flattered. The plagiarism you enact in
your novels starts from reading, but as
you twist the phallic-centric narrative
of each text, and bejewel it with
desire; you deal it a fresh hand. You
steal openly, ransacking the canons of
literature, and stitching them into the
warp and weft of your own text. It’s
like stealing your boyfriend’s leather
jacket and wearing it different, over
a floral tea dress, for example, making
it speak for you and your desire.
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I think of your plagiarism as feminist
pickpocketing.
I become the Artful Dodger, said she.

There’s no image of you to be found in
or on the first edition of Childlike,
aside from the sly snippets of lifewriting. There’s no photographic image
– unlike in the metallic Grove Press
editions of your works, with their
glaring certifications of your punk
presence and persona. The camera loved
you, as they say, just as this text
does. Robert Mapplethorpe snapped you
in what looks like a deconstructed
knit by Comme des Garçons. He loved
you in the cut-away leotard, too, the
curved shape of your breasts visible
from underneath your elbows clutched
tight. They are visible here, because
it was before they got sick, before a
gorilla fur jacket would envelop your
slight, breastless frame, before you
died. You had a double mastectomy in
1996. There’s no way to make a metaphor
out of that. After a loss of faith in
conventional medicine, and no health
insurance, you died of all kinds of
cancer in November 1997. Again: no
metaphor. But writing to you here is
a way of thinking about your lifeof-writing and your life-in-writing,
before it ended.
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And so, the black and white studio
portraits turned you into a rock
princess, the author behind the wheel,
in black lace and leopard print. It’s
a tantalising offering, this gift of
the writer on a plate, a girlish feast
lipsticked and jewelled, with skin
available to eat and read. It’s both an
absolute assertion of your authorial
presence, and a feminist wriggle away
from those who think this lets them
know you.
On the bookface, you might be there
‘printed’, available, but your actual
face disappears with the frantic
fissures of the text. The body is to be
found there.
Autobiographical anecdotes and
adulterous relationships add colour
to your adulterated texts, as in the
final paragraph of the third instalment
of Childlike, with its revealing West
Coast location: In San Francisco Jean
and I pretend we’re in disguise; I
wear red lipstick, my violet diamond
butterfly coat, huge shoes, mirrors all
over me; she wears all black because
she’s a cat burglar… It was in San
Francisco that you hung out with the
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Antins, and learned from them poetry
and mail art: you as a red-lipstickwearing student. They return as
intimates in Nymphomaniac, and so do
you, as the character ‘Kathy Acker’,
who has sex to forgo boredom. Intimate,
close-to-life content is pirated in
your pickpocketing writing hand. It
is soon sacrificed for the sake of
the language that exceeds it, as the
following sex scene is matched by a
sexual language of colonic openings:
I turned around; suddenly we grabbed
each other: I felt his body: his lips
wet and large against my lips, his arms
pressing my back and stomach into his
thick endless stomach, his mouth over
me, sucking me, exploring me I want
this…
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This letter is an exploration of me
exploring you, in photographs and text.
Am I the pirate explorer that you
always wanted to be? Am I looting you,
as I write you?
Gazing at those second-hand furs, your
clothes look sort of looted. But then
I notice the gold orb of Vivienne
Westwood embroidered on a wrinkled
white t-shirt.
Did you steal it?
Feel these words, stolen. Stolen by
reading you.
Yours, lovingly,
Pirate Alice.
x
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Postscript
To “X” out time is to kiss time, writes
Carol Mavor. I leave this kiss, this X,
for you. To stop the time that seals
our bodies separate.
This is kissing correspondence.
Your lips look kissable in the
photograph of you as a blond pixie,
wearing a gargantuan gold pharaoh ring.
There is someone who will want to loot
that from you, later.
Her name is Dodie.
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